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overview

● definitions of affordances
● where to find objects’ affordances in language?

○ ImagAct dataset and the notion of basic action type
● corpus extraction of affordances
● experiment: what if affordance verbs denote the most 

distinctive actions performed with a specific object?
● conclusions



From language to conceptual 
knowledge

● Acquiring conceptual knowledge through language
○ corpus analysis
○ NLP methodologies (semantic associations)

● Pros
○ not time consuming as experiments
○ good for finding more language related semantic 

associations
● Cons

○ no perceptual information extracted 

● Can affordances be acquired through language?



Affordances

● First definition (Gibson 1979): possibilities for action that 
every environmental object offers

● Humans can judge if something is do-able on the basis 
of perceptual information (Warren 1984)

● It is a relational property: it links the perceptual property 
of the object with what agents can do 



Affordances

● Eleanor Gibson (2000, 2003): affordances are invariable 
and distinctive

● For embodied robotics affordances become 
changeable: the final goal of a sequence of actions 
influences the type of action an agent performs on the 
object (Pastra & Aloimonos 2012)

grasping a pencil (in order to displace it)
grasping a pencil (in order to write)



Affordances

● direct perception is necessary (for object recognition), 
but not sufficient

● higher level knowledge, connecting language 
understanding and visual processing: robots should 
know that something is push-able or kick-able

● Affordances as verbs-objects couples? 



Where to find affordances in 
language?

● Action verbs with concrete entities as their syntactic 
object

● A strong association between a verb V and a noun N 
denoting an object can be an affordance

● Test set?



ImagAct dataset. Discovering basic 
action types from corpora

● verbs denoting concrete actions are highly informative 
and frequent in speech

● relevant lexical items in second language acquisition
● manual annotation to induce basic action types from 

corpora
● let’s play a game…



structuring senses in a different way:
to flatten

● the kind of (body) movement(s) involved is essential, 
together with theme/patient

● different concrete objects in different “flattening” actions



structuring senses in a different way:
to flatten



how many things you can flatten?

to flatten wavy boards
  his hair
  your tummy
  the peat

how to flatten  the sheet
  the soda can

 how to flatten bamboo
  the bird
 your clay out
  an 8" wide cherry board
  the sock

out the tire rubber
  the marshmallow
  ...



how many things you can flatten?

to flatten   wavy boards
  his hair
  your tummy
  the peat

how to flatten  the sheet
  the soda can

 how to flatten bamboo
  the bird
  your clay out
  an 8" wide cherry board
  the sock
  out the tire rubber
  the marshmallow
  ...



ImagAct as an inventory of senses 
for second language learning

● focus on very frequent action verbs (600 lexical entries 
in Italian and English)



ModelAct: same data for a different 
goal

● action modeling in robotics
● comfortable HR interactions

○ giving instructions in natural language
○ disambiguation of basic action types
○ incrementing knowledge about what to do with 

objects/tools



Invariant and distinctive affordances

● Deriving invariant and distinctive affordances from 
manually annotated action types 

● 100 randomly selected Italian action verb-noun couples
● Nouns annotated as abstract semantic classes in 

SIMPLE
● SIMPLE (Lenci et al. 2000) is a lexical resource based 

on Pustejovsky’s GL theory



Invariant and distinctive affordances

● Ranking of action types as the ratio between the 
number of semantic classes the nouns belong to and 
the number of instances of that action type in the 
ImagAct dataset

● A verb V that has just one action type and has as 
objects nouns belonging to the same semantic class is 
more specific (it’s an affordance verb)

cogliere (“to pick”) fiore, fico, pomodoro, frutto, fiorellino (“flower, fig, tomato, fruit, little flower”)
VS.

prendere (“to take”) can be used with almost every object



Invariant and distinctive affordances

H1: More generic action verbs in ImagAct express less 
distinctive affordances for objects in theme position. As a 
consequence, objects seldom occur in corpora with generic 
verbs, or they are less strongly associated with a specific 
action types of those verbs.

H2: Verbs’ types that display a lower noun semantic 
classes/sentences ratio in ImagAct are less distinctive



Affordances from corpora
● Word sketches for 100 nouns in the ItTenTen web corpus 

(sketchengine.co.uk)
● Word sketches are one-page corpus-based summaries of a word’s 

grammatical and collocational behaviour (Kilgarriff et al. 2004) 
ordered (Mutual Information in Church and Hanks, 1989)

● 25 most strongly associated words in the preV_N (verbs preceding 
the noun) pattern that represents approximation of V-OBJ pattern



Affordances from corpora

For 100 nouns we report recall as the percentage of verbs 
in ImagAct retrieved inthe verbal word sketch for that noun 
and a score of similarity between rankings computed as 
similarity between sequences of strings 

mean similarity score 0.82



Affordances from corpora

General affordances: they concern the most generic verbs 
in ImagAct, the ones with more types and nouns belonging 
to a wide range of semantic classes. It’s a matter of 
variability: they can be displayed potentially by every object 
so they are not distinctive of any in particular.
Specific affordances: they are the canonical/peculiar 
activities a specific object is involved in, like open for bottle. 
Our hypothesis is that measures of word association help 
to find them in corpora.



Conclusions

● Affordance verb for an object as the most distinctive 
verb for that object (MI)

● Affordances as action possibilities can be extracted 
from corpora 

● Words rankings mirror affordance as the most 
distinctive action an object can be involved in
○ other objects are possible

● Different association measures?
● Eliciting speaker’s judgments on verb-noun couples?



Thanks!


